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We propose and examine a method to reveal the diagonal and off-diagonal components of a dielectric tensor
from THz magneto-optical Kerr effect(MOKE) measurements. The proposed method, which is based on
time-domain THz measurement, does not involve any assumption on the magnitude of the magneto-optical
constant. We apply this method to determine the dielectric tensor ofn-type InAs in the spectral range from 0.5
to 2.5 THz and compare the results with those obtained in the framework of the conventional small magneto-
optical response approximation.(SMRA). It is shown that when the probe frequency is lower than the fre-
quency of longitudinal electromagnetic modes in the medium(e.g., below magnetoplasma or longitudinal
phonon resonance) the SMRA-based analysis should be replaced with the method we developed even for small
magneto-optical signals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of the spin degree of freedom into
semiconductor technology has resulted in the formation of a
new discipline, spintronics, which deals with injection, trans-
port, control and detection of spin-polarized charge carriers.1

The development and implementation of spintronic devices
will require detailed information on the kinetic, relaxation,
and transport properties of spin subsystems that cannot be
obtained by conventional magnetization measurements. The
combination of magneto-optical measurements and advanced
optical probing techniques enables us to probe such magnetic
properties. With recent advances in ultrafast laser technol-
ogy, both the temporal and spatial evolutions of the spin
orientation and the coherence can be probed by using time-
resolved magneto-optical measurements. For example, this
technique has been employed to extract surface
magnetization2 and to probe ultrafast dynamics of bulk
magnetization3,4 in magnetic materials.

Magneto-optical Kerr effect(MOKE) measurements in a
reflection configuration enable us to investigate materials
that are opaque in the frequency region of interest5–9 by ana-
lyzing the polarization azimuth rotationf and ellipticity
angleh of the reflected light wave. Usually, MOKE data are
analyzed using the small magneto-optical response approxi-
mation(SMRA). In the SMRA framework, one assumes that
(i) the off-diagonal component of the dielectric tensor,ẽxy, is
small compared to the diagonal component,ẽxx (i.e., uQu
!1, whereQ= i ẽxy/ ẽxx is the magneto-optical constant), and
(ii ) the change of the diagonal component induced by the
magnetic field is negligible. Since in this approximationf
and h are proportional toẽxy, one can obtain the real and
imaginary part ofẽxy directly from f and h using complex
refractive index measured with no magnetic field. If the me-
dium has a large magneto-optical response, we need addi-
tional measurements to determine the components of the di-
electric tensor. This can be done, for example, using the
general ellipsometry technique that involves measurements

of three polarization-dependent reflection coefficients.10–13

However, in the THz frequency region we have even more
opportunities. Specifically, THz measurements are performed
in the time domain, so that information on the temporal evo-
lution of the electric field on the THz wave is obtained. This
information allows us to obtain both the amplitude and phase
of the THz wave,14,15 and can be used to obtain the diagonal
and off-diagonal components of the dielectric tensor from
experimental data acquired with a conventional MOKE
scheme without using SMRA.

In this paper, we develop a method for evaluating the
diagonal and off-diagonal components of the complex di-
electric tensor in the THz frequency range from MOKE mea-
surements. The method does not rely on any assumptions
about the magnitude ofQ and can be employed for materials
with a pronounced magneto-optical response. In the devel-
oped method, by measuring the amplitude and phase of the
reflected THz wave simultaneously, we obtained the real and
imaginary parts of complex reflection coefficients, which al-
lows us to calculate the real and imaginary parts of the diag-
onal and off-diagonal components of the dielectric tensor.
This method is referred to as the time-domain THz ellipsom-
ery. By using the results of our THz MOKE measurements in
n-type InAs which revealed a large MOKE signal beyond the
range of applicability of SMRA at oblique incidence,16 we
demonstrate that the developed method allows us to deter-
mine the complex dielectric tensor of the media with strong
magneto-optical response. We also discuss the validity of the
SMRA in the interpretation of the MOKE data by comparing
SMRA predictions with results with the method we devel-
oped.

II. THEORY

In this section, we introduce a method that enables us to
determine real and imaginary parts ofẽxx and ẽxy from com-
plex reflection coefficients, which are obtained in MOKE
measurements.
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A. The MOKE signal at oblique incidence

The geometry of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. In this
geometry, thep-polarized wave is incident to the sample
surface at the incidence angleu0, while the external magnetic
field is applied along the surface normal. The polarization of
the incident and reflected waves are controlled by the polar-
izer and analyzer, respectively. One can recall from Fig. 1
that such a geometry of the magneto-optical experiment is
often referred to as the polar Kerr geometry. Correspond-
ingly, in this paper, we will refer to the measured spectrum as
the “magneto-optical Kerr effect spectrum.” However, it is
necessary to note that since the incidence angle is finite, the
Voigt or Cotton-Mouton effect also contributes to the mea-
sured signal.

Since the fourfold symmetry axis is oriented along the
surface normal(z axis of the Cartesian coordinate frame), the
complex dielectric tensor can be presented in the following
form:

e = 1 ẽxx ẽxy 0

− ẽxy ẽxx 0

0 0 ẽzz
2 . s1d

To determine the components of the dielectric tensor, we
need to relate them to the measurable complex reflection
coefficientsr̃ pp and r̃sp, where subscripts label polarization
components of the reflected and incident wave. The lengthy
but straightforward calculations shown in the Appendix al-
low us to obtainr̃ pp and r̃sp as functions[detailed in Eqs.
(A13) and (A14)] of ẽxx, ẽxy, and ẽzz:

r̃ pp = r̃ ppsẽxx,ẽxy; ẽzzd,

r̃sp= r̃spsẽxx,ẽxy; ẽzzd. s2d

Since r̃ pp and r̃sp are functions of three complex variables,
we can calculateẽxx and ẽxy from the obtained complex re-
flection coefficients as long asẽzz is known.

By using conventional formulas for the polarization azi-
muth and ellipticity angle in terms of the Cartesian compo-

nents of the electric fieldEW ,17

f =
1

2
tan−1 2 ReẼxẼy

*

uẼxu2 − uẼyu2
,

h =
1

2
sin−1 2 Im ẼxẼy

*

uẼxu2 + uẼyu2
, s3d

one can readily obtainf andh in terms of r̃ pp and r̃sp:

f = −
1

2
argS r̃ pp − ir̃ sp

r̃pp + ir̃ sp
D ,

h = tan−1S ur̃ pp − ir̃ spu − ur̃ pp + ir̃ spu
ur̃ pp − ir̃ spu + ur̃ pp + ir̃ spu

D . s4d

In Sec. II C, we will outline the procedure based on Eqs.(2)
and (4) for evaluation ofẽxx and ẽxy from ellipsometric ex-
periments.

B. Analysis based on the intensity measurement

Before considering in detail the time-domain THz ellip-
sometry, we revisit here a conventional MOKE technique at
optical frequencies based on the light intensity measure-
ments. In the MOKE intensity-based measurement tech-
nique, the polarization azimuth anglef and ellipticity angle
h of the reflected electromagnetic wave under the magnetic
field are obtained.18 Sincef andh depend only on the ratio
r̃sp/ r̃ pp [see Eq.(4)], both the real and imaginary parts of
r̃sp/ r̃ pp can be determined from the MOKE experiment.

When the SMRA conditions are fulfilled(i.e., when the
magneto-optical response is small,uQu!1 and dependence
of ẽxx on magnetic field is negligible), f andh do not exceed
a few degrees. In such a case Eqs.(2) and (4) are reduced
down to the following SMRA equation:9

Sf

h
D = SRe

Im
D n0ẽxy

sẽxx − n0
2dÎẽxx

cosu0

cossu0 + ũd
, s5d

wheren0 is the index of refraction of the air, andũ is the
(complex) refraction angle that is defined by Snell’s law. In
Eq. (5) variablesẽxx and ẽxy are separated; therefore if we
measureẽxx independently(say, from the reflectivity at zero
magnetic field), we can directly determine the real and
imaginary part ofẽxy from the measuredf andh.

If the magneto-optical response is not small, SMRA is not
applicable. In such a case the diagonal component of the
dielectric tensor may not be negligible and we need to per-
form additional measurements to determineẽxx and ẽxy even
in the case of normal incidence. In particular, this can be
done using the general ellipsometry technique.10–13 In this

technique, one measuresR̃pp= r̃ pp/ r̃ss, R̃sp= r̃sp/ r̃ss, and R̃ps
= r̃ ps/ r̃ss by rotating the analyzer with a finite angular
frequency,11 while ẽxx, ẽxy, andẽzz are obtained by fitting the
measured reflection coefficients13 using exact equations.12

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the polar Kerr geometry. The
magnetic field is antiparallel to thez axis of the laboratory Cartesian
frame. The angles between optical axes of the polarizer and ana-
lyzer andx axis are labeled asP andA, respectively.
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C. Analysis based on the time-domain THz ellipsometry

In this paper we propose a method to determineẽxx and
ẽxy from experimentally obtainedr̃ pp and r̃sp providing that
ẽzz was obtained from independent measurements. The
method is based on time-domain THz spectroscopy tech-
nique and referred to as the time-domain THz ellipsometry.
The THz spectroscopy technique enables us to reveal the
temporal evolution of the THz electric field14,15and to obtain
the phase and amplitude of the reflected THz wave, and the
complex reflection coefficient. The technique reported in
Ref. 16 gives both the real and imaginary parts ofr̃ pp/ r̃ p and
r̃sp/ r̃ p, where r̃ p is a reflection coefficient which is deter-
mined from givenẽzz. This procedure allows us to arrive at
real and imaginary parts ofr̃ pp and r̃sp, therefore, to obtainf
andh [see Eqs.(4)]. The next step includes rewriting Eq.(2)
to obtainẽxx and ẽxy in terms of r̃ pp and r̃sp as follows:

ẽxx = ẽxxsr̃ pp, r̃sp; ẽzzd,

ẽxy = ẽxysr̃ pp, r̃sp; ẽzzd. s6d

Finally we can calculateẽxx andẽxy directly from the mea-
suredr̃ pp, r̃sp, and givenẽzz. One can notice that the phase
information provided by the time-domain THz spectroscopy
technique allows us to determineẽxx and ẽxy from the mea-
surable complex reflection coefficients without any restric-
tion of the magnitude of the magneto-optical constantQ.

III. EXAMPLE OF THE ANALYSIS

In this section, we demonstrate how the developed proce-
dure can be employed to obtain the complex dielectric tensor
using the results of the THz MOKE measurements in an
n-type InAs. The first step is to measure the complex reflec-
tivity coefficient r̃ p in the absence of the magnetic field.
Since the crystal symmetry does not permit any current par-
allel to the magnetic field, it is natural to assume that the
field alongz axis (see Fig. 1) does not change the longitudi-
nal component of the dielectric tensor, i.e.,ẽzzsHd= ẽzzsH
=0d. Within this approximation,ẽzz can be calculated from
r̃ p.

14,15The measured THz spectra ofr̃ p and ẽzz are shown in

Fig. 2. Second, by using the experimental procedure de-
scribed in Ref. 16 with an angle of incidence of 45°, we
measurer̃ pp/ r̃ p and r̃sp/ r̃ p, which allows us to obtainr̃ pp and
r̃sp (see Fig. 3).

From the above complex reflection coefficientsr̃ pp and
r̃sp, we can construct the polarization plane azimuth anglef
and ellipticity angleh of the reflected wave(i.e., MOKE
signal), as shown in Fig. 4.16 In this system, the dielectric
response in the THz frequency region originates from the
intraband motion of conduction electrons. Therefore we can
use the Drude model to describe the THz response. In the
Drude model framework, the components of the dielectric
tensor in presence of the magnetic field are the following:

ẽxx = ebF1 −
vp

2sv2 + ivGd
sv2 + ivGd2 − v2vc

2G ,

ẽxy =
ivp

2ebvvc

sv2 + ivGd2 − v2vc
2 , s7d

ẽzz= ebF1 −
vp

2

v2 + ivG
G ,

where eb is the background dielectric constant,vp

=Î4pNe2/ebm* is the plasma frequency,N and m* are the
carrier density and effective mass,G is the damping constant,

andvc=euHW u /m* c is the cyclotron frequency. Solid lines in
Fig. 4 represent this Drude model fit, which were obtained
using Eqs.(2) and(4) at =1.8 THz(the corresponding carrier
density is 2.131016 cm−3), G /2p=0.75 THz,vc/2p
=0.46 THz,eb=16.3, andm* =0.026me. One can observe a
pronounced resonance feature in the vicinity of plasma fre-
quency whereẽxx<0. This effect is often referred to as the
magnetoplasma resonance.19

By using the measured complex reflection coefficientsr̃ pp
and r̃sp, and alsoẽzz, which was obtained in the first step, we
can now reconstruct the diagonal and off-diagonal compo-
nent by inversely solving Eq.(2). We employed the Newton-
Raphson method for this procedure.

Figure 5 shows the spectra of the obtained complex di-
electric tensor. For comparison purposes we also show the

FIG. 2. The spectra of(a) r̃ p

and (b) ẽzz. ẽzz is calculated from
measured value ofr̃ p.
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complex dielectric tensor calculated with the Drude model,
the parameters of which are obtained above. One can observe
from Fig. 5 that ẽxx and ẽxy, which are directly calculated
from the complex reflection coefficients and do not rely on

particular mechanism of the MOKE, correspond to the ones
calculated using the Drude model with parameters obtained
from the measured MOKE signal. We believe that a slightly
bigger (in comparison with other components) discrepancy

FIG. 3. Spectra of(a) Re r̃ pp, (b) Im r̃ pp, (c)
Re r̃sp, and (d) Im r̃sp obtained from measured
r̃ pp/ r̃ p, r̃sp/ r̃ p and r̃ p.

FIG. 4. The measured spectra off (circles)
andh (dots) calculated from measuredr̃ pp/ r̃ p and
r̃sp/ r̃ p. Solid curves show the result of Drude
model fitting, using Eq.(2).
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between the calculated Imẽxy and its MOKE fit is due to the
magnitude of Imẽxy, which is considerably smaller than the
other components.

Finally we compare the conventional analysis based on
SMRA with the results obtained above. Specifically, Fig. 6
shows the frequency dependence of the off-diagonal compo-

FIG. 5. Frequency dependence of(a) Reẽxx,
(b) Im ẽxx, (c) Reẽxy, and (d) Im ẽxy obtained
from measured spectra ofr̃ pp, r̃sp, and r̃ p (dots)
and calculated spectra with Drude model with pa-
rameters obtained by fitting of MOKE signals
(lines).

FIG. 6. Off-diagonal compo-
nent of the dielectric tensor ob-
tained from our procedure
(circles), SMRA (solid line), and
Drude model fitting(bold line).
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nent of the dielectric tensor,ẽxy, obtained from the measured
f̃, and ẽzz by using SMRA(i.e., assuming thatuQu!1 and
ẽxx< ẽzz) and by using the developed method.

One can observe from Fig. 6 that the obtained off-
diagonal component of the dielectric tensor,ẽxy

ex, shows better
correspondence with the Drude fitting of measured MOKE
signals thanẽxy, which was calculated in the SMRA frame-
work. Results of our THz experiment16 are apparently be-
yond the range of applicability of SMRA(Q<0.5 and uf
+ ihu<10−1) and require a more rigorous treatment.

Figure 7 shows the spectra of the polarization rotationf
[Fig. 7(a)] and ellipticity angleh [Fig. 7(b)], calculated from
the measured off-diagonal component of the dielectric tensor
ẽxy

ex using SMRA, calculated from the exact formulas devel-
oped above, and measured in the experiment. The correspon-
dence of the measured values and those calculated using ex-
act expression shows the consistency of the analysis. One
can observe from Fig. 7 that SMRA results in a nonnegli-
gible departure of the polarization rotation and ellipticity
angle from the measuredf andh in particular, in the vicinity
of the plasma resonance,vp/2p=1.8 THz, when a large
MOKE signal is observed.

In order to describe the difference between the developed
method and SMRA, we introduced= uẽxy− ẽxy

SMRAu / uẽxyu,

which is a quantitive measure of the SMRA imposed error.
Note that here we use the dielectric tensor calculated using
the Drude model with parameters obtained from the MOKE
signal fits described above. From this tensor we calculate the
MOKE signalf+ ih, and calculateẽxy

SMRA from f+ ih using
SMRA. Figure 8(a) shows the frequency dependence ofd
anduQu= uẽxy/ ẽxxu in the frequency range from 0.5 to 2.5 THz.
In Fig. 8(b), we plot d versusuf+ ihu using frequency as a
parameter, where the dotted line and bold line correspond to
the frequency regions above and belowvp.

One can observe that atv.vp, d increases monotoni-
cally as uf+ ihu increases, indicating that the higher fre-
quency of the incident wave from the plasma frequency, the
smaller difference between the SMRA and exact analysis. At
the same time, atv,vp, d is not reduced monotonically as
uf+ ihu is reduced. From Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) one can notice
that small MOKE signal does not always correspond to a
small ẽxy (i.e., uQu!1). In other words, the SMRA may fail
even whenuf+ ihu is relatively small. Note that in metals, for
which the magneto-optical response is conventionally stud-
ied by using the MOKE technique,uQu is the order of 10−2,
and SMRA is usually valid. However, a more careful analy-
sis is necessary when the frequency of the incident wave is
resonant to the intrinsic longitudinal electromagnetic modes

FIG. 7. Polarization azimuth(a) and ellipticity
angle(b) calculated from the experimentally de-
termined dielectric tensor using SMRA(dotted
lines), calculated using exact formulas(thin solid
lines), and measured in the experiment(bold bro-
ken lines).

FIG. 8. SMRA versus exact
analysis. (a) Frequency depen-
dence of the magneto-optical con-
stant Q and the errord. (b) The
relation betweend and the magni-
tude of MOKE signal.
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of the medium, such as plasmons, optical phonons, longitu-
dinal excitons, etc.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented a procedure that enables us to obtain simul-
taneously the diagonal and off-diagonal components of the
dielectric tensor by using the phase information given by
time-domain THz measurements. The developed method can
be applied for materials with a large magneto-optical con-
stantQ= i ẽxy/ ẽxx. By using results of the time-domain THz
measurement inn-type undoped InAs, we demonstrate that
this technique allows us to obtain bothẽxx and ẽxy directly
from a MOKE experiment.

By comparing our results with those obtained from the
SMRA we show that the SMRA may lead to a considerable
error in the calculated components of the dielectric tensor
when the probe frequency is lower than the frequency of the
longitudinal electromagnetic modes even when the MOKE
signal is small.
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APPENDIX: COMPLEX AMPLITUDE REFLECTION
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE MAGNETIZED MEDIUM

In this appendix, we present the detailed description for
the analysis of the plane wave reflection from an interface
between isotropic medium with index refractionn0 (medium
0) and isotropic medium under the magnetic field(medium
1). In the case of a thin film, this problem has been solved in
the method based on transfer matrix formalism.12 We cannot
apply the method to media that are thicker than the penetra-
tion depth of the electromagnetic wave. In this appendix, we
derive the equations which is directly applicable for an opti-
cally thick sample.

We assume that the interface coincides with planez=0

and permanent magnetic fieldH̃ is along the −z direction,
while the wave vector of the incident light wave is at angle
u0 with the interface normal(Fig. 9). In the Cartesian coor-
dinate systemhxyzj, the dielectric tensor of the magnetized
isotropic medium can be presented in the following form:

ẽ = 1 ẽxx ẽxy 0

− ẽxy ẽxx 0

0 0 ẽzz
2 . sA1d

In order to obtain the reflection coefficients and the polariza-
tion state of transmitted and reflected waves, it is convenient
to introduce a Cartesian systemhxy8z8j with thez’ axis along
the wave vector of the transmitted wave(see Fig. 9). In this
Cartesian coordinate system, the dielectric tensor of the mag-

netized medium can be presented in the following form:

ẽ =1 ẽxx ẽxy cosũ − ẽxy sin ũ

− ẽxy cosũ ẽxx + D̃ sin2ũ D̃ sin ũ cosũ

ẽxy sin ũ D̃ sin ũ cosũ ẽzz+ D̃ cos2ũ
2 , sA2d

whereD̃; ẽzz− ẽxx andũ is the refraction angle in medium 1.
The evolution equation for the amplitude of the transmitted
light wave is described as follows:

fñ2sdi j − diz8d jz8d − ẽi jg = 0, sA3d

whereñ is the refractive index and the subscripts enumerate
Cartesian axesx, y8, and z8. Equation(A3) has nontrivial
solutions when

sẽzzcos2ũ + ẽxx sin2ũdñ4 − fẽxxẽzzs1 + cos2 ũd + sẽxx
2

+ ẽxy
2 dsin2 ũgñ2 + ẽzzsẽxx

2 + ẽxy
2 d = 0. sA4d

This equation along with the Snell’s law,ñ sin ũ=n0 sinu0,
allows us to arrive at two eigenvalues of the refractive index

ñ and the relevant refraction angleũ. Correspondingly, the
transmitted light wave can be presented in the following
form:

ẼT = ẼAe−isv/cdñAz8 + ẼBe−isv/cdñBz8. sA5d

Here subscriptsA andB label the modes, i.e., the solutions of
Eq. (A4). The magneto-optical response of the medium re-
sults also in a nonzero longitudinal component of the trans-

mitted light wave, i.e.,ẼA,B have nonzero projection on the
propagation axisz8. Therefore we obtain the amplitudes of
both p andz’ components of the transmitted wave(see Fig.

9) in terms of itss component asẼpk= j̃kẼsk and Ẽzk= z̃kẼsk.
Here subscriptk labels eigenmodesA and B, while coeffi-

cientsj̃k and z̃k can be obtained from Eqs.(A2) and(A3) as
the following:

j̃k =
ñ2 − ẽxx − ẽxy

2 sin2 ũk/ẽxx + D̃ cos2 ũk

ẽxx cosũk + ẽxyD̃ sin2 ũk cosũk/ẽxx + D̃ cos2 ũk

,

sA6d

FIG. 9. The schematic configuration of the reflection problem in
the plane of incidence. The definitions of the Cartesian coordinate
systemhxyzj and hxy8z8j.
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z̃k = −
ẽxy

2 + D̃sñk
2 − ẽxxd

ẽzzẽxy

sin ũk. sA7d

We will restrict ourselves to the polarization effects with
the p-polarized incident light wave; however, the magneto-
optical response ensures the existence of the boths- and
p-polarized components in the reflected and transmitted
waves(see Fig. 9). In the Cartesian framehxyzj, in which the
vacuum-medium interface coincides with the planez=0, the

electric sẼd and magneticsH̃d fields of the incident(labeled
by subscriptI) and reflectedsRd waves can be presented in
the following form:

ẼI = s0,ẼIp cosu0,ẼIp sinu0d,

H̃ I = s− ẼIp,0,0d
n0

c
, sA8d

ẼR = sẼRs,− ẼRp cosu0,ẼRp sinu0d,

H̃R = s− ẼRp,− ẼRscosu0,ẼRssinu0d
n0

c
. sA9d

As we have shown in Eq.(A5), the transmitted wave con-
sists of two eigenmodes; the complex amplitude in the Car-
tesianhxyzj frame and relevant magnetic fields are the fol-
lowing:

Ẽk = sẼsk,Ẽpk cosũk − Ẽzk sin ũk,Ẽpk sin ũk + Ẽzk cosũkd,

H̃k = s− Ẽpk,Ẽsk cosũk,− Ẽsk sin ũkd
ñk

c
, sA10d

wherek=A,B. The continuity of the tangential components
of the electric and magnetic field atz=0 implies

ẼRs= ẼsA+ ẼsB,

ẼIp cosu0 − ẼRp cosu0 = x̃AẼsA+ x̃BẼsB,

− n0ẼIp − n0ẼRp= − ñAj̃AẼsA− ñBj̃BẼsB,

− n0ẼRscosu0 = ñAẼsA cosũA + ñBẼsB cosũB,

sA11d

where

x̃k = j̃k cosũk − z̃k sin ũk. sA12d

Solution of the set of Eqs.(A11) gives the following ex-
pressions for the amplitude reflection coefficients:

r̃ pp =
ẼRp

ẼIp

=
sñAj̃A − n0x̃A/cosu0dtB − sñBj̃B − n0x̃B/cosu0dtA

sñAj̃A + n0x̃A/cosu0dtB − sñBj̃B + n0x̃B/cosu0dtA

,

sA13d

r̃sp=
ẼRs

ẼIp

=
2n0sñB cosũB − ñA cosũAd

sñAj̃A + n0x̃A/cosu0dtB − sñBj̃B + n0x̃B/cosu0dtA

,

sA14d

where

tk = ñk cosũk + n0 cosu0. sA15d

It should be noted here that Eqs.(A13) and (A14) are valid
for an oblique incidence and any magnitude of the magneto-
optical response.

In the following we compare these equations with the
SMRA. The difference between modeA andB is reduced to
the difference of the sign of magneto-optical response; there-
fore we use + and − for subscripts instead ofA andB. Sub-
stituting the SMRA condition, i.e.,uQu= ui ẽxyu / uẽxxu!1 and

D̃<0 in Eq. (A4), one obtains

ñk = ñS1 ±
iãQ̃

2
D ,

sin ũk =
n0 sinu0

ñ
S1 7

iãQ̃

2
D , sA16d

where ã=În0
2 sin2 u0/ ẽzz−1. ñ=Îẽzz is the index of refrac-

tion of the medium 1 without magnetic field. With these

values we can reduce the quantitiesj̃k, z̃k, andx̃k as follows:

j̃k =
7ã − iQ̃ sin2 ũ + isã2Q̃/2dtan2 ũ

cosũ
,

z̃k = iQ̃ sin ũ,

x̃k = 7 ã − 2iQ̃ sin2 ũ.

Substituting these values into Eqs.(A13) and (A14), one
obtains

r̃ pp =
ñ cosu0 − n0 cosũ

ñ cosu0 + n0 cosũ
,

r̃sp=
iQ̃n0ñ cosu0

sñ cosũ + n0 cosu0dsñ cosu0 + n0 cosũd cosũ
.

s17d

These are completely the same as Eq.(2.31) of Ref. 9. By
these quantities on obtain the MOKE signal as Eq.(5).
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